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1. The Problem

While many of us consider ourselves to be “apes” in this space, real apes suffer and fight for their
survival every day. We feel smooth-brained if our favorite token or other banana fails to reach the
moon and deliver tendies, but many real apes experience far more than just first-world problems. Real
apes are often exchanged among private buyers who collect exotic animals. However, many of these
apes, which are an endangered species, are often seriously neglected by their owners and the apes
suffer and some have even died. Thankfully, after some of these owners come to realize they cannot
properly care for their apes, the apes are rescued and restored to health by ape sanctuaries that are
uniquely equipped to care for these majestic creatures..

2. ApeHaven
At ApeHaven, we decided to tackle this serious problem by supporting one of the leading ape
sanctuaries in the world, the Center for Great Apes (CenterForGreatApes.org). This organization is
located in Florida and is home to 60 great apes with 14 more rescued chimps arriving this fall. In order
to provide support, we have leveraged automatic-yield-generating technology with a charitable
mission. By simply transacting $APES tokens, you will support the charity, without having to make a
direct donation.

3. Tokenomics
Every transaction of the $APES token will incur a 10% tax. This 10% tax is divided into three
components: 7% is added to the liquidity pool to strengthen the exchange of tokens; 2% is
automatically awarded to all holders as a form of dividend; 1% is deposited to the charity’s wallet. As a
result, so long as transactions are occurring, there will always be profit generated for the charity. Token
holders similarly benefit from transactions as they generate yield simply by holding their tokens.
Tokens are distributed to holders automatically within their wallets in real time and do not require any
kind of claiming procedure.

4. Supply
Initial supply of $APES token will be 1,000,000,000. 5% of the tokens are reserved for the presale
group of investors and are locked for three months. 10% of the tokens are used as a marketing reserve
and are locked for two weeks. 10% of the tokens are locked for thirty days for dev funds. The final
10% of tokens are locked for thirty days for a special announcement with strategic partners at the end
of May.

5. The Future

The future will hold numerous developments for ApeHaven. We will develop NFTs of real apes from
the Center for Great Apes, and all proceeds from the NFTs will be given directly to the sanctuary. We
also plan to build a marketplace for real items that will be accessible through the site, and all proceeds
will be given directly to the sanctuary.

